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LIBERTY LIVES NEXT DOOR
Or… Oh, Never Mind

BY SUE RAE

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Speaking)

# of lines

ROD TENNAPPEL .......................a real rotten apple in a  52 
barrel of good guys; his 
mustache enters the room 
before he does

GOLDEN D. LISHUS ...................Rodney’s henchwoman; a 46 
gum-chewing bombshell 
from the East Coast

LIBERTY ...................................not-so-down-to-earth boy 30 
next door; our fly boy hero

BRAEBURN ...............................junior farmhand just bubbling  24 
with ideas 

MAC INTOSH .............................older than dirt; has been  24 
around so long he’s taken 
root

DIDI HIGHDRATE .......................a few apples shy of a bushel, 55 
literally; our heroine

EVA PERATE ..............................Didi’s aunt; stays optimistic 62 
in the face of adversity

OTTO VON HELIUM
GASPAR–GEMP’P .................spy from Germany 17

GENERAL MAJOR COLONEL ........important army officer; 19 
always takes the last word, 
usually the first word and often 
all the words in between

NOTE:  PHOTOCOPYING THIS SCRIPT BREAKS FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAWS
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SETTING
Time:  The fall of 1917.
Place:  A farmhouse parlor and an apple orchard named Freedom Grove.

SET
The set reveals a typical parlor of 1917 with simple furniture including a 
small table RIGHT. An umbrella stand with a riding crop in it sits DOWN 
LEFT. A picture of a fort hangs on the RIGHT wall. There are stacks of 
apple crates throughout the parlor, including on any seats or chairs, 
making sitting down impossible. Some of the apple crates should be 
open so that the actors may grab apples as needed. In Scene Five, at 
least one stack of crates conceals various props, including a tennis 
racket, a large rubber band and a few other random items. 

There are four EXITS onstage. The UP LEFT EXIT leads to the kitchen. 
The DOWN LEFT EXIT leads out the back door to the apple cellar and 
the orchard. UP CENTER is an EXIT leading to the rest of the house. 
The RIGHT EXIT leads outside through the front door. This exit is 
positioned FAR DOWN RIGHT in front of the curtain on the apron and 
utilizes the steps leading up to the stage so that actors approach the 
house through the audience.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Scene One:  Eva Perate’s busy farm parlor, the morning the mortgage 

is due in the fall of 1917.
Scene Two:  The farm parlor, a few days earlier.
Scene Three:  The farm parlor, a little time later.
Scene Four:  The orchard, a few minutes later, played in front of the 

curtain.
Scene Five:  The farm parlor, the next morning.
Scene Six:  Rod’s office, later that day, played in front of the curtain.
Scene Seven:  The farm parlor, the evening before the mortgage is 

due. 
Scene Eight:  The farm parlor, early in the morning on the day the 

mortgage is due.
Scene Nine:  The farm parlor, as the smoke thickens. Or is that 

supposed to be the plot?
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LIBERTY LIVES NEXT DOOR

Scene One
In the darkness, we hear SOUND EFFECTS:  EXPLOSION, GLASS 
BREAKING, METAL TINKLING. If desired, as LIGHTS COME UP, smoke 
can pour from OFF DOWN LEFT, though this is strictly optional. The 
CURTAIN OPENS on the parlor, the morning the mortgage is due. The 
parlor is filled with crates of apples. ROD and GOLDEN run ON RIGHT. 
GOLDEN is bedraggled.
ROD:  What was that explosion?
GOLDEN:  I dunno, I thought it was part of your plan.
LIBERTY:  (Staggers IN from the back of the AUDIENCE, dragging a 

tree limb behind him.) Didi! Didi, are you all right? Where are you? 
What’s burning? (Takes a heroic stance. To AUDIENCE.) Besides my 
plane.

ROD:  (Hears LIBERTY as he crosses RIGHT.) Somebody’s coming, 
split up! (Moves DOWN LEFT toward the back door. GOLDEN looks 
around and follows him.)

LIBERTY:  (ENTERS parlor and sees ROD and GOLDEN.) Hold your 
propeller there, you dastardly, devious, deceiving deef—I mean 
thief! (Drops the tree limb and starts after them. ROD and GOLDEN 
start OUT the back door but move back to CENTER after encountering 
BRAEBURN and MAC ENTERING DOWN LEFT.)

BRAEBURN:  (Clutching burnt pieces of his signs, wails.) Somebody 
burned my beautiful signs!

MAC:  (Comforts BRAEBURN, patting him on the back.) Quit your cryin’. 
You’re gettin’ the floor wet. (Aside.) I didn’t think the signs were 
all that hot. But they must’ve been since they’re smokin’. (Laughs 
and smacks his knee. BRAEBURN wails even louder. Flatly, to 
BRAEBURN.) It’s okay, Braeburn, we can make new signs.

LIBERTY:  (Yells.) Mac, Braeburn, ground ‘em! They’re traitors! 
(BRAEBURN hugs his signs closely as if LIBERTY meant the signs.)

ROD:  Run, Golden, run! (GOLDEN looks at her outfit and gestures as if 
to say, “Run? In this dress?” then looks at ROD.) Run, Golden, run!

MAC:  (Puts out his hand.) Stop, Mr. Tennappel, Liberty wants— (ROD 
pushes MAC into BRAEBURN, who is knocked backward, throwing 
sign pieces all over. ROD runs OFF RIGHT past LIBERTY and 
continues OUT through the AUDIENCE.)

DIDI:  (ENTERS UP CENTER as signs are flying.) Did someone call me? 
(GOLDEN pushes DIDI then runs OFF RIGHT, following ROD through 
the AUDIENCE. DIDI falls on her bottom, kicking over a box of apples 
in the process.) 
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LIBERTY:  Didi! (Starts to run after ROD, stops to help DIDI up, begins 
to cross RIGHT again, looking back at DIDI.) I’ll be right back, stay 
there. 

EVA:  (ENTERS UP CENTER. Looks around at the mayhem and yells.)
Hold your horses! (Everyone FREEZES. She walks through the scene, 
looks at the OTHERS, kicks a couple of apples, and stops DOWN 
CENTER. Speaks to the AUDIENCE.) I’ll bet you’re all wondering how 
we got into this mess. Well, I’m just the one to tell you. (Gets ready 
to start her tale.)

LIBERTY:  (Stage whisper.) Hey, Eva, are we cleared for takeoff?
EVA:  Oh, lands sake! You all take off now, hear? (Shoos OFF the 

CAST, which makes sure all apple crates, apples and the signs are 
behind the CURTAIN as they EXIT. The CURTAIN CLOSES and EVA 
steps in front of it.) You’re probably wondering how we got in this 
predicament. The long and the short of it is, there is a war on, 
and when they needed soldiers, my brother Jonathan, like a lot 
of my neighbors, volunteered. He wanted to be sure we would be 
taken care of while he was gone, so he planted extra trees in my 
orchard, just like a lot of my neighbors. But he didn’t count on the 
Army needing all the extra train cars, as well as a lot of our best 
customers, for the war effort. We are knee deep in supply and no 
demand. And to make matters worse the mortgage is due today. 
(Takes a big envelope out of her apron pocket and removes a letter 
from it.) We have a new bank too, the Berliner Bank. The president 
is not from around here, a Mr. Rod Tennappel. This letter says they 
won’t take apples as payment anymore—the Fruitland Bank used 
to do that for us. I met this Mr. Tennappel the other day in town, 
and he was not very nice. His mustache was quite remarkable, 
however, don’t you think? And that assistant of his, Golden D. 
Lishus… oh my! The D must stand for Delilah. Dressed like that 
she must be out to tempt somebody!

DIDI:  (Yells from BEHIND THE CURTAIN.) Aunt Eva, where do you want 
us to put all these crates of apples?

EVA:  (Still to AUDIENCE.) That is my niece Didi Highdrate. She has 
recently come to live with me. Her mother passed away two springs 
ago, and now her father—my brother—is off to war. She is a nice 
girl, but she’s a few apples shy of a whole bushel, if you know 
what I mean. We do get some help around here from Mac and 
Braeburn. Mac Intosh has been around so long he’s taken root. 
Braeburn would’ve been off to the war, too, but they didn’t want 
him. Something about flat feet.

LIBERTY:  (From BEHIND THE CURTAIN.) Didi, Didi, do you need some 
help?
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EVA:  Oh, and that’s Liberty, the kid from next door. He’s been buzzing 
around a lot lately. About as long as Didi has been here. Hmm... 
Anyway, back to our story which begins a couple of days ago… 
(EXITS through the CURTAIN.)

End of Scene One

Scene Two
CURTAIN OPENS on the parlor, a few days earlier. All the spilled apples 
and sign pieces have been picked up. A tea set with a cream pitcher is 
now on the table. BRAEBURN and MAC bring IN hand trucks of apple 
crates from DOWN LEFT.
BRAEBURN:  Where do you want this one?
MAC:  Anywhere you can find a place. (Waves behind him. BRAEBURN 

removes a stack from the hand truck CENTER, then leans on the 
hand truck, yawning. MAC stacks crates carefully onto other crates.)

EVA:  (ENTERS UP CENTER.) My stars and garters! Apple crates are 
growing like weeds, and right here in my parlor.

MAC:  Sorry, Ms. Perrate, but the fruit cellars are full to bustin’, and we 
ran outta room in the kitchen. The only other option was to block 
off the path to the outhouse, and we sure didn’t want to do that!

EVA:  Well, peel my apples and stuff my socks! The fruit cellar wouldn’t 
be full if you would put the crates all the way to the back. It’s huge!

BRAEBURN:  But Mac told me it’s haunted back there!
EVA:  It’s no more haunted than church on Sunday! Mac just keeps 

his leftover Halloween candy back there, and he doesn’t want to 
share.

MAC:  (Looks sheepish.) Gosh, now you let the cat out of the bag. I’ll 
never have any more candy.

EVA:  Land o’ Goshen, Mac, we have to find a way to sell these apples. 
Why don’t you and Braeburn work on some way to get them sold? 
(Aside.) I need to get them busy and get these crates into the fruit 
cellar. I just found a tower of crates stacked on my bed reaching 
to the ceiling. Just where do you suppose they think I’m going to 
sleep tonight? (To MAC and BRAEBURN.) And while you’re at it 
(Gestures around her.), get these crates into the fruit cellar. All the 
way to the back!

BRAEBURN:  (As he loads up a hand truck of crates.) How about some 
signs to read along the road?

EVA:  Gosh a’ mighty, I suppose something like that. Sure would be 
nice if people would drive up by the wagon full and buy bushels or 
pecks. However, every farm in these parts has their own bumper 
crop to sell.
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MAC:  Well, ma’am, there sure are a lotta crates that need a home out 
in the orchard, but if you want us to work on something else, you’re 
the boss. (EXITS DOWN LEFT with BRAEBURN.)

EVA:  I’m plumb tuckered out. Before moving those crates off my bed, I 
think I’ll sit a spell. (Looks for an open chair, moving around crates 
and looking over the stacks. Finally gives up.) Maybe I better put a 
kettle on and start dinner. (EXITS UP LEFT.)

MAC:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with BRAEBURN, who carries signs.)
Couldn’t you find a bigger piece of wood?

BRAEBURN:  (Aside.) What does he expect? We were only offstage 
for 30 seconds! (To MAC.) Nope, just these slats from the apple 
crates. This way we can make one sign cover a lot of ground. 
(Crosses RIGHT, propping up the signs on the crates so they face 
the AUDIENCE.)

MAC:  Well, looks like Ms. Perrate got off to somewhere. We can show 
her the signs after we get some more crates into the cellar. Come 
on. (He and BRAEBURN pick up boxes of apples and EXIT DOWN 
LEFT.)

DIDI:  (ENTERS RIGHT. Reads the signs aloud, in backwards order.)
Freedom Grove Apple Syrup.
Who needs sweetnin’? 
Do you know a sourpuss? (Thinks about the question.) Well, one of 
the barn cats is ill-tempered. Perhaps it got into the apple vinegar?

EVA:  (From OFF LEFT.) Didi, if you’re in the parlor, can you pick out the 
cream of the crop to use for dinner meatloaf?

DIDI:  (Mutters, confused.) Cream of the crop? (Moves carefully around, 
peering into crates.) Cream? Crop? (Sees the umbrella stand and 
grabs a riding crop out of it.) Crop! (Continues to look. Finds a cream 
pitcher on the table.) Aha! (Now holds the pitcher and crop. EVA 
ENTERS UP LEFT, drying her hands on a dish towel.) What are we 
having for dinner, Auntie?

EVA:  I hope you found the best of the bunch out of these crates, dear.
DIDI:  (Hands EVA the riding crop and creamer.) The cream and the 

crop. Can I do anything else?
EVA:  Cream and a crop?! (Aside.) Cream and a crop! (To DIDI.) Didi, 

that’s not what I meant. (DIDI cocks her head to one side and looks 
perplexed.) Oh, never mind. (Sets the riding crop and cream pitcher 
down on the table. Aside.) If you want a job done right, you better do 
it yourself. (Picks up a crate of apples and EXITS UP LEFT.)

MAC:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with BRAEBURN. They carry new signs.) 
Miss Didi, how do you like this new product? We can use all the 
older apples to produce it.
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BRAEBURN:  (Reading the signs as he displays them.) 
Give our apples 
A hearty squeeze. 
You’ll have apple cider 
In a breeze!
Freedom Grove

DIDI:  Braeburn, why would you want to put cider in the breeze? 
Wouldn’t a glass be better?

BRAEBURN:  Miss Didi, that’s not what it means. (DIDI cocks her head 
to one side, still confused.) Oh, never mind.

MAC:  How about this one? (Reads the signs as he displays them.) 
Applesauce straight
From the core 
Will keep them coming 
Back for more!
Freedom Grove (DIDI continues to look confused.)

BRAEBURN:  Oh, that’s okay, Miss Didi. We got plenty more ideas. 
(MAC and BRAEBURN EXIT DOWN LEFT.)

EVA:  (From OFF LEFT.) Didi, back to the business at hand. (DIDI looks 
intently at her hands.) Come set the table... if you can find it. I 
think it’s under these crates in the kitchen.

DIDI:  (Still looking at her hands.) Coming. (EXITS UP LEFT. CURTAIN 
CLOSES.)

ROD:  (ENTERS through the AUDIENCE with a long measuring tape, a 
notebook and pen. He takes measurements as he goes, being as 
invasive as possible. He measures everything including AUDIENCE 
MEMBERS and their seats or tables. He even has AUDIENCE 
MEMBERS hold the tape—both ends, if possible. As he does this, he 
also takes notes. Ad-libs numbers.) Hmm. 117, 52, 12. (GOLDEN 
follows him IN through the AUDIENCE, taking hold of one end of the 
tape measure and calling out random numbers for ROD to note. 
Then, as they cross to the APRON.) Golden, dear, this is going to be 
the perfect place to build our dirigibles!

GOLDEN:  Are we gonna make a bundle on these dir… um, uh, gible 
things?

ROD:  The Kaiser and his cronies have promised to pay me well. Mwah-
ha-ha-ha! There is a lot of money to be made in war, and I aim to 
get the largest cut.

GOLDEN:  Rod, dear, why doesn’t this Mr. Kaiser guy build his factory 
in the city where there are lots of people? I hate being out here in 
the sticks. I know I agreed to help you so you wouldn’t foreclose 
on my mother, but couldn’t you get an assignment in New York? 
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These hicks don’t even have a decent dress shop. The ladies here 
could really use an update.

ROD:  Golden, I told you before, the Kaiser wants this to be a surprise 
for the country.

GOLDEN:  But what about all these trees?
ROD:  We’ll have to get rid of all the trees. Besides, we’ll need wood for 

hangar construction. (Indicating AUDIENCE.) And all these people—
just clear out the orchard. As long as they can’t pay their mortgage 
by the day after tomorrow, all this will be mine! Mwah-ha-ha-ha!

GOLDEN:  They say winter comes early in these parts. Where will they 
live when it starts snowing? The ladies at the hat shop told me it 
snowed ten feet last year.

ROD:  Who cares? They can either build blimps for me, mwah-ha-ha-ha, 
or these hicks can become hickcicles for all I care.

GOLDEN:  What if they sell all the apples in their root cellars tomorrow?
ROD:  Not likely. After that little rockslide on the tracks, no train will be 

able to get through till next week. Just long enough for my plan to 
work. Mwah-ha-ha-ha! I just love it when I’m devious! (GOLDEN and 
ROD EXIT RIGHT. BLACKOUT.)

End of Scene Two

Scene Three
SOUND EFFECT:  SPUTTERING ENGINE and LOUD BANGS. CURTAIN 
OPENS on the parlor, a little time later. EVA is CENTER as LIBERTY 
ENTERS RIGHT. 
LIBERTY:  Ms. Perrate! Ms. Perrate! On my way home I saw a rock slide 

over in Startup. There’s no way the train will get here by tonight. 
(Looks around for DIDI.) Maybe Didi would like to know, too?

EVA:  Lord have mercy, Liberty. That’s over 50 miles away. How on earth 
did you get there and back so fast? You were just here hoverin’ 
around Didi this mornin’.

LIBERTY:  (Proud.) Not on Earth! Above Earth. I flew there in my plane. 
(Still looking around for DIDI.) Are you sure Didi’s not here?

EVA:  If the Lord wanted us to fly, he would’ve given us wings. Don’t 
seem natural. Seems to me that’d make you up in the air about 
everything. (Laughs.) Wait, you are up in the air about everything, 
aren’t you?

LIBERTY:  Well, I wouldn’t be if the air corps would let me enlist.
EVA:  What were you doing flying over to Startup? You trying to join up 

on a wing and a prayer? If you are too young to join the air corps 
here, you are too young there, too!
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LIBERTY:  I’d’ve gotten away with it if Uncle Abner hadn’t been filling in 
for the recruiting officer!

EVA:  Liberty, your family is up a creek without a paddle, same as us. 
Apples, apples, everywhere and not a thing to do with them! The 
train was our last hope.

LIBERTY:  I’m sure as soon as I get my plane fixed I could haul a box 
or two to the big city to sell.

EVA:  Any port in a storm. When will your plane be fixed?
LIBERTY:  The new part for the stick shift is on the train. (EVA rolls 

her eyes.) I can take off just fine, but the landing is kinda rough. 
(Sheepish.) You’ve probably heard. 

EVA:  Well, best of luck with it. (LIBERTY EXITS RIGHT.) 
MAC:  (ENTERS DOWN LEFT with BRAEBURN, carrying new signs.) 

Wait’ll you get a load of this one, Ms. Perrate. It’s the best one yet! 
Braeburn’s got a hidden talent for this.

EVA:  (Reading signs as MAC displays them.) New in school? 
Never fear! 
Give a healthy 
Bit of cheer!
Teacher apples from Freedom Grove (Aside.) Maybe he should 
keep this talent under wraps.

BRAEBURN:  That should get every kid in town to buy one.
EVA:  Great idea, Braeburn, but off the top of my head, I’d say the last 

count of kids in Sunday school was eight.
MAC:  Well, how about this one?
EVA:  (Reads the signs as BRAEBURN displays them.) 

Bird need a home? 
Apple birdhouses 
Come furnished 
(Disgusted.) With worms! 
Freedom Grove

BRAEBURN:  Everybody who drives by here will flock to our orchard like 
geese to buy a birdhouse.

EVA:  Well, birds of a feather do flock together. (Laughs.) Why don’t 
you featherbrains go back to the drawing board and come up with 
some more ideas?

MAC:  Ma’am, there are still a lot of apple crates in the field. Wouldn’t 
you rather we get back to work on those?

EVA:  No, not on your life. We got no place to put them, and heaven 
only knows when the train tracks in Startup will be cleared.

MAC:  What happened?
EVA:  Rock slide, it seems.
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BRAEBURN:  Then the signs we put up by the train tracks won’t be 
doing much good. Those were the best yet. (Quoting from memory.) 
“Need that sweet smell of success? Apples will help you do your 
best. Stop by Freedom Grove” (He and MAC EXIT DOWN LEFT, 
muttering and planning their next sign.)

EVA:  Mercy me, what are we going to do without the train? (ROD and 
GOLDEN knock and ENTER RIGHT. ROD carries a briefcase.) As if 
things weren’t bad enough, look who the cat’s dragged in.

ROD:  Ms. Perrate, I am sooo very sorry to hear about your problem. I 
just heard the news about the train. So sad, so sad.

GOLDEN:  But, Rod, you are the one who— (ROD elbows her.) Ow!
ROD:  (To EVA, smug and slimy.) Why don’t you just sign your property 

over to me now? No sense waiting ’til noon tomorrow. I just happen 
to have the papers right here in my briefcase.

EVA:  Not by the hair of my chinny, chin chin! I am not signing anythin’! 
(EXITS UP LEFT.)

GOLDEN:  (Calls after EVA.) Well, you don’t have to get huffy about it. 
Just trying to help you out. (EXITS UP LEFT, following EVA.) 

DIDI:  (ENTERS UP CENTER.) Fancy meeting you here, Mr. Tennappel. 
Can I help you? (Aside.) For a banker, he certainly has a large 
mustache.

ROD:  (Aside.) This deal would be even sweeter if I got the land... and 
Didi. (To DIDI.) Oh, my poor dear, I’m so sorry about the plight of 
you and your elderly aunt. Winter is just around the corner, and 
your aunt is about to lose her home.

DIDI:  (Aside.) How could the house get lost? (Looks around.) It’s right 
here where it always is.

ROD:  Don’t bury yourself in the snow with your aunt. Come away 
with me, and I will take care of you. (Aside, wiggling eyebrows or 
winking.) And how!

DIDI:  I’m sorry, Mr. Tennappel, but it’s not snowing. Just a few 
rainclouds.

ROD:  No, what I mean is… (DIDI looks at him eagerly, smiling.) Well, 
er, um, never mind.

EVA:  (ENTERS UP LEFT with GOLDEN. To GOLDEN.) We still have a few 
tricks up our trees. Don’t count your chickens before they ripen. 
And get off my property. (Points at ROD.) And take your furry-lipped 
friend with you!

ROD:  (As he EXITS RIGHT, followed by GOLDEN, and continues OUT 
through the AUDIENCE.) Don’t worry, we’ll be back tomorrow. And 
this property will be mine, all mine. Mwah-ha-ha-ha. (To AUDIENCE 
MEMBER.) I just love doing that. 
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EVA:  Every cloud has a silver lining, but apparently not ’til after the 
storm. (SOUND EFFECT:  THUNDER. CURTAIN.)

End of Scene Three

Scene Four
LIGHTS UP on the orchard, played in front of the curtain. It is a few 
minutes later. A very large basket (large enough for a person to stand 
in) sits on the RIGHT side of the apron with ropes attached going 
through the top of the curtain, if possible. OTTO is untying ropes from 
the basket. After untying the ropes he signals up into the air above and 
the ropes are pulled up. Checks his pocket watch and looks around as 
if expecting someone.
ROD:  (ENTERS through the AUDIENCE, followed by GOLDEN, who is 

putting on her makeup.) Our contact should be here by now. Will 
you hurry up? Nobody cares if you have your face on right or not. 
This is not a social call. We’ve got to be on time for the notorious 
spy Herr Otto Von Helium Gaspar-Gemp.

GOLDEN:  Who? (Reaches STAGE RIGHT with ROD.)
ROD:  Herr Otto Von Helium Gaspar-Gemp.
GOLDEN:  Oh.
OTTO:  (Thick German accent.) Achtung. It is about time you got here. 

How dare you leave me out standing in the field?!
GOLDEN:  (To ROD.) Out standing. I guess you were right when you said 

he was the best. (To OTTO.) Nice to meet you, Mr. Gemp. 
OTTO:  That’s Gemp’p (Pronounces each “p” separately.) Both p’s are 

imp’portant!
ROD:  So sorry, sir. She made us late. She was fixing her face.
OTTO:  That vould take no time. She is a lovely flower already in full 

bloom. (GOLDEN twitters.)
ROD:  Really?
OTTO:  How is the plan coming? Have you acquired the land for the 

dirigible plant yet?
ROD:  Not yet, you’re a day early. By noon tomorrow the land will all be 

mine. Did you bring the blueprints?
OTTO:  But of course. (Reaches into the basket and pulls out rolled-up 

blueprints. Hands them to ROD.) It vas our understanding that you 
already had taken possession of the real estate.

GOLDEN:  Estate?
OTTO:  The Kaiser is counting on this operation to succeed. This vill 

help bring victory for the Fatherland.
GOLDEN:  Estate?
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ROD:  I don’t care who wins this war to end all wars as long as I get 
paid. Did you bring the cash?

OTTO:  Yes, it is in the zeppelin. You vill have it ven all the transactions 
have transpired.

GOLDEN:  In the zeppelin? Rod, what’s that?
OTTO:  (Flirtatious.) My dear, you should come vith me to ride in the 

clouds some enchanted evening. I vill show you the vorld as you 
have never seen it before.

GOLDEN:  (Sighs.) Ooooo…
ROD:  (Pulls GOLDEN aside, speaks matter-of-factly.) Golden, take these 

measurements back to my office. I’ll see you soon. (Hands her the 
blueprints.)

GOLDEN:  (EXITS through the AUDIENCE while looking over her shoulder 
and waving a handkerchief at OTTO.) Ta, ta. (OTTO finger-waves to 
her.)

ROD:  (Clears his throat to get OTTO’S attention.) We have a deal, then? 
At noon tomorrow the deeds for the property will be in your hands. 
(Aside.) And the money will be in mine.

OTTO:  Our strategy is to float in a surprise attack from this field to 
France and England. The final blow to enemies of the Fatherland! 
Ve vere not very pleased ven ve encountered an aeroplane earlier 
today. Ve vere informed by you that there vere no flying machines 
in this vicinity. 

ROD:  Oh, that’s just the hick kid down the road. He’s a wannabe pilot 
who crashes his homemade fly job every time he lands.

OTTO:  Fortunately, there vas a cloud large enough to conceal our 
zeppelin vhile I was lowered here by basket. But I must remind you 
that it vould not do for your government to become avare of our 
presence.

ROD:  There’s no way that kid is capable of causing you any trouble. 
I’m sure he won’t be taking off anytime soon after that last crash 
landing.

OTTO:  You better be right about that. I vill meet you here at 12:30 
tomorrow. Be on time. (Grabs a flashlight out of the basket and 
flashes a signal toward the sky. The ropes come down over the 
curtain. He quickly ties them back on, gets into the basket and 
flashes the signal again. As the slack is pulled up on the ropes, the 
LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)

End of Scene Four
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Parlor set:  Simple parlor furniture including small table, picture of an 
old fort, umbrella stand with a riding crop in it, lots of apple crates with 
apples, some labeled “APPLES.” 
Scene Two:

Parlor set, tea set with cream pitcher.
Scene Three:

Parlor set.
Scene Four:

Large basket with ropes attached, blueprints and flashlight in 
basket.

Scene Five:
Parlor set, random items including a tennis racket and a huge 

rubber band concealed behind a stack of crates. (These items 
can be placed before the beginning of the show, if desired.)

Scene Six:
Table, chair, briefcase, papers.

Scene Seven:
Parlor set, laundry.

Scene Eight:
Parlor set.

Scene Nine:
Parlor set. 

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One:  

Tree limb (LIBERTY) 
Charred sign pieces (BRAEBURN)
Large envelope with a letter inside (EVA)

Scene Two:  
Hand trucks with apple crates (MAC, BRAEBURN)
Sign boards that read, “Do you know a sourpuss / who needs 

sweetnin’? / Freedom Grove Apple Syrup.” (BRAEBURN) 
Dish towel (EVA)
Sign boards that read:  “Give our apples / a hearty squeeze. 

/ You’ll have apple cider / in a breeze! / Freedom Grove” 
(BRAEBURN)

Sign boards that read:  “Applesauce straight / from the core / will 
keep them coming / back for more! / Freedom Grove” (MAC)

Long measuring tape, notebook, pen (ROD)
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Scene Three:  
Sign boards that read:  “New in school? / Never fear! / Give a 

healthy bit of cheer! / Teacher Apples from Freedom Grove” 
(MAC)

Sign boards that read:  “Bird need a home? / Apple birdhouses / 
come furnished / with worms! / Freedom Grove” (BRAEBURN)

Briefcase (ROD)
Scene Four:  

Pocket watch (OTTO)
Makeup, handkerchief (GOLDEN)

Scene Five:  
Sign boards that read:  “Lean to the left. / Lean to the right. / 

Stand up. Sit down. / Eat just right! / Freedom Grove” (MAC)
Sign boards that read:  “Apples piled / high in crates / will impress 

your / newfound mate! / Freedom Grove” (BRAEBURN)
Basket of apples (DIDI)
Empty basket (BRAEBURN)
Tray with two teacups with strips of apple peel, spoons (DIDI)

 Scene Seven:  
Apple, handkerchief, sign boards that read:  “William Tell / knows 

where to shop. / Our apple targets / are the top! / Freedom 
Grove” (BRAEBURN)

Bow and arrow (MAC) 
Two large fans (DIDI)

Scene Eight:  
Broom (EVA)
Sheaf of papers, pen (ROD)
Sign boards that read:  “If you want to be like Johnny, / put a pot 

on your head, / a song in your heart / and plant plenty of apple 
seeds / right from the start. / Freedom Grove” (BRAEBURN)

Apple (MAC)
Scene Nine:  

Tree limb (LIBERTY) 
Charred sign pieces (BRAEBURN)
Two buckets (EVA)
Large basket with ropes attached (STAGE CREW)
Big black bomb with a fuse, lighter, blueprints (ROD)
Bowl of dehydrated apple slices (DIDI)
Check, pen (GENERAL)

SOUND EFFECTS
Explosion, glass breaking, metal tinkling, crash, cat howl, sputtering 
engine, loud bangs, thunder, plane engine, distant train whistle, big 
boom.
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OPTIONAL SPECIAL EFFECTS
Smoke, confetti falling from the sky. Flickering lights may also be used 
for the fire scene.

COSTUMES
DIDI HIGHDRATE:  Floor-length skirt or dress with petticoats, modest 

blouse, hair loose or in braids. A bow in her hair could emphasize 
her signature head tilt.

EVA PERATE:  Floor-length dress, apron with pockets, hair in bun or in 
snood, often carrying dish towel in hands or over shoulder.

LIBERTY:  Bomber jacket, aviator-like leather pilot hat, goggles, jeans, 
boots.

ROD TENNAPPEL:  Standard villain attire, black pants and jacket, 
white shirt, bow tie, black cape. He also has a ridiculously large 
moustache.

GOLDEN D. LISHUS:  A lampshade dress consisting of a very straight 
or tapered skirt with a full-hooped short skirt over the top and 
matching jacket. The silhouette should be extreme to exaggerate 
difficulty walking. If you can make the dress gold in color it’s a 
bonus. 

MAC INTOSH:  Should look like a stereotypical farmhand. Jeans or 
overalls, boots, plaid shirt, red handkerchief in the back pocket.

BRAEBURN:  Should look like a stereotypical farmhand with an 
advertising executive touch. Jeans, boots, plaid shirt, pens and 
paper in breast pocket.

GENERAL MAJOR COLONEL:  Military uniform (not naval) with as many 
ribbons and medals as possible.

OTTO VON HELIUM GASPAR–GEMP’P:  Different style military uniform, 
monocle, helmet, scarf with fringe.

PROPERTIES NOTES
Suggestions for designing or building some of the properties:  
For apple crates, use crates or cardboard boxes, fill boxes with paper 
and put plastic apples or apple-sized balls in red, green and/or yellow 
on top to look like a bumper crop.

For sign boards, use strips of thin wood (we used old packing crate slats 
about two inches wide to write sign phrases on; strips of cardboard 
would also work.

OTTO’S basket can be made from the front of a large box. It should 
have handles or cutouts where the ropes can be tied. If it can’t be 
raised and lowered, rolling it on and off creates a hilarious effect, 
especially if actors still look up as if it’s overhead.

For preview only
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Suggestion:  use these additional sign ideas for décor or for more 
interaction with the audience. Or write your own that work for your 
particular audience:

Five star generals 
Or private’s first class
All eat apples 
Before Sunday Mass.
Freedom Grove
Train approaching,
Whistle squealing,
Stop! Avoid that rundown feeling.
Have an apple!
Freedom Grove
When you lay
Those few cents down,
You’ll own the best apple
All around.
Freedom Grove
If our road signs
Catch your eye, 
Smile, but don’t forget to buy!
Freedom Grove
Apples peeled,
Neat and trim.
Your pie tin should
Be full of them.
Freedom Grove
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We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


